Master class on immediate implant placement at the EAED Annual Meeting

Join our Nobel Biocare master class with Dr. Iñaki Gamborena at EAED and learn how to achieve immediate implant placement into fresh extraction sockets.

**Topic:** Current clinical and technical protocols for immediate implant placement into fresh extraction socket.

**Speaker:** Dr. Iñaki Gamborena

**Date:** Friday, May 25, 2018

**Time:** 4:45 p.m. to 6:45 p.m.

**Room:** Nettuno 2

**Description**

In this interactive master class Dr. Iñaki Gamborena presents a comprehensive approach to optimize functional and esthetic results with immediate implant placement and immediate restoration, by blending surgical, technical and restorative steps into one successful protocol. Immediate surgical and restorative protocols facilitate superior esthetic and functional success. However, strict guidelines for atraumatic intervention, primary stability, bone packing, connective tissue grafting and preservation of existing anatomic structures must be carefully followed. Digital planning plays a fundamental role in achieving such desired results. Take this chance to interact and discuss directly with the expert in an exclusive circle.

Sign up today
www.aloom.de/nobelbiocare/sorrento2018